Newly, during an analytical calculation M. A. Yurischev [arXiv: 1302.5239 (2013] prove that quantum discord (or entanglement) remains unchangeable for any centrosymmetric (CS) states that are converted to their corresponding mode X. In this paper, in addition to the above calculations, the conditions which geometric measure remains constant are presented. This work will be completed with two physical examples.
INTRODUCTION
As we know, correlation can be measured by several different measures which in its turn exhibit certain behaviors, but due to problems are seen in computing and behavioral concepts, none of them can be made publicly. Among these measures the entanglement (Yu, 2004; Yu, 2006; Be3llomo et al., 2007; Luo, et al., 2011; Ma et al., 2012; Yӧnac et al., 2007) , the negativity (Silva et al., 2013; Zhang et al., 2010) ), quantum discord (Ollivier & Zurek, 2001; Luo, 2008; Ali et al., 2010; Dakic et al., 2010; Luo & Fu, 2010) , and also geometric measure of quantum discord (Shi et al., 2011) can be noted.
In some physical problems to get the density matrices to calculate their quantum correlation, we will encounter a lot of problems. So, in a way computations that are done on the matrix, can be done on another matrix too, that is obtained by the local orthogonal transformation conversion, while the new matrix plays the same role in previous matrix. It would become the CS-state to the X-state and vice versa as follows (Yurischev, 2013) With an analytical solution that has been shown quantum discord behavior is identical to the CS and X modes. We will prove here that geometric measure (G) taking into account the specific conditions can be treated the same for the X and CS modes. Meantime, we will try to present calculates in cases where it seems suspicious to ensure that the above conditions are provided. Finally, two physical examples will be given to show the practical concepts of conditions which will be mentioned.
MAIN RESULTS

Conclusion
In a nutshell, maybe in any problems we deal with CS-type density matrices, as respects computing of the quantum correlation for these type matrices are very difficult and sometimes impossible, therefore, it is better that CS-type matrix become X-type (Yurischev, 2013) , because calculations of X-type matrix are certain. Such calculations remain unchangeable during the conversion of quantum discord, but in this work, we proved that geometric measure also remains unchangeable under some conditions (6), while both of them are the quantum correlation measures. But probably computations of G have never been easier than before, and we only show that if for instance computing of G deal with problem in X-states we can calculate those in CS-states and vice versa. Briefly, we obtain max M  , and finally we have shown that geometric measure could be calculated for them by two physical examples (Yurischev, 2013; Chen & Zhi, 1998; Fel'dman, 2012) .
APPLICATIONS
The same geometric measure A general CS density matrix 4 × 4 with seven real parameters is written as follows (Yurischev, 2013) And also the most general X density matrix with seven real parameters can be written as follows: Definition of G is based on a " distance" that it can be calculated in different ways, such as trace distance, Hilbert-Schmidt distance, Bures distance and else. But the distance that we will use here, is HS distance (or the abbreviation HS). In accordance with the method that we shall use [13] , first the matrix R with the elements
, must be written for each of the modes (where 0 is 2 × 2 identity matrix and i  ; i=1,2,3 are Pauli matrices), that (3) and (4) are related to them. Then, by using local Neumann measurements for each of them, measurement-induced classical-classical (MICC) obtain. Finally the correlation obtains by using HS between the initial state and MICC state (Shi et al., 2011) . According to the procedure above (the purpose is the method that is described in (Shi et al., 2011) ), the local von-Neumann measurements on both qubits A and B are given by ( ) respectively, and T is a 3 × 3 matrix and called correlation matrix (Shi et al., 2011) ).
However, according to the general form of G, it can be argued that if the terms in equations (6) are satisfied, G for X and CS modes will have the same behavior: ( ) (
The equations that be mentioned above are obtained by the following way:
In the calculations of G, 
In these calculations, if 7 = − 3 , then 1 = 2 , and if 7 ≠ − 3 , so it will be 1 ≠ 2 . Again we remind that all calculations related to the measure are presented in (Shi et al., 2011) in detail.
Physical examples
To better illustrate the topics discussed, let us mention two physical examples. In both of these examples, we arrive the density matrix of CS form and by using the above conditions (6), we will found X-state of it. Finally, geometric measure is obtained and it is plotted. The first example is related to the spin pair in a nanopore and a system consisting of N spin-carrying atoms of gas with spin s=1 2 ⁄ in a closed nanopore in a strong external magnetic field B (Fel'dman et al., 2012; Fel'dman & Rudavets, 2004) , where the density matrix is obtained by the Hamiltonian of the averaged dipole-dipole interactions (Fel'dman & Rudavets, 2004) 
where 3 2 D a = , and (7) describes the free induction decay and NMR line shape (Fel'dman & Rudavets, 2004; Fedorova et al., 2009) for our purpose it shall be rewritten according to (Fel'dman et al., 2012; Doronin et al., 2007) . Accordingly, the reduced density matrix of the spin pair in a nanopore can be written as As regards, the density matrix is CS-type, so we can use the conditions (6) and find G that we have found for two modes with the difference coupling constant and the same number of spin N=100 (FIG.1  and  FIG. 2)
The second physical example related to spin-chain systems with Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya (DM) interaction (Dzyaloshinsky, 1958; Moriya, 1960) which the origin of it, is spin-orbit interaction (Aristov & Maleyev, 2000; Kargarian et al., 2009; Jafari et al., 2008) . In this case, two-qubit anisotropic Heisenberg XXZ chain is considered with DM interaction parameter that its Hamiltonian is as follows (Chen & Zhi, 1998 As previously mentioned, the density matrix will be achieved by (8) the difference here is that changes are depending on temperature ( However, we can plot the geometric measure for the density matrix that is obtained (9). Graphs are plotted for different data , , and (FIG 3, FIG 4, and FIG 5) . 
